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Dear Mr. Riza,
The UN Resident Coordinator,a.i. Office in Islamabad has been requested by
Mr. Julius Salik, former Federal Minister, Govt. of Pakistan and Convenor, Pakistan
Human Rights Party, accompanied by few supporters, to forward the attached
Memorandum to the U.N. Secretary-General for his consideration.
With kind regards,

UN Offices, UNDP, Saudi-Pak Tower, ei-ATinnah Avenue, Islamabad, Pakistan * Telephone (92-51) 279165-74
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Pakistan Human Rights Party
Convenor Julius Salik
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Former Federal Minister Govt. of Pakistan
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Date: 14th July, 2000
The Secretary General,
United Nations
Islamabad.

MEMORANDUM
To protest against the barbaric brutalities of Hindu extremists, who
are imparting shameful violence on the minorities, J.SALIK with his
crutches and injured feet will haul the SYMBOLIC COFFIN, of the
extremists Indian factions, seven times around the UNO building
I am suggesting some points to UNO Secretary General.
Protest meeting had been held in every country against the atrocities in front of
UNO office.
Protest letters had been handed over to UNO office authorities suggestions is that All the protest letters must be shaped in a book or file. This book of protest letter
must be send to UNO Secretary General for his comments and decision. After the
end of a year these protest letters must be published in a book shape and send it to
every country.
The protest meeting held in the country and handed over the letter to UNO office
but unfortunately the headquarter of UNO not send a single letter to the authority.
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Translation from Urdu
The purpose ofhaulins the SYMBOLIC COFFIN
My purpose of hauling the empty Symbolic Coffin is to prove that the minorities in India
have been left alone on global level, but millions of paladins of Humanity around the
world are looking at UNO with hopeful eyes. This protest depicts the concern of millions
of believers of humanity in Pakistan and of billions around the world. With crutches and
injured feet, I empathize with the hardships of the millions of oppressed Indian
minorities. The injuries sustained by me in the continuous protest against the brutalities
of Hindu Extremists and still the persistence of these protests is a way of expressing
solidarity with the victims. With the procession of taking seven rounds of the UN
building, I want to bring the world's attention towards the inhuman acts of violence in
India and submit the coffin to the UNO Secretary General symbolizing the shreds of
humanity hi India.
1.

A convention of Hindu Representatives should be organized on a global level and
then it should be sent back immediately to India so that the Hindu Extremists
should know that they are a minority in other countries and that they will be doing
injustice to themselves through their violence. This convention should be given
the name of UN Minority Education Force.

2.

There should be an International Minority Chair in the United Nations, because
although UN talks on a country level, it does not consider its duty to discuss the
people living in those particular countries. If UN cannot do this, then it should
declare to make another United Nations for minorities in its own competition.

3.

The International Press should declare war for the purpose of giving a rightful
place to the minorities in the world.

4.

UNO should have an emergency session and should immediately send a team of
psychiatrists, from worldwide universities, to India so that they can set up
psychiatry wards/camps to medically treat the Hindu Extremists.

J. Salik
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